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ABSTRACT

We translate statecharts into Promela, the input lan-
guage of the Spin veri�cation system, using extended
hierarchical automata as an intermediate formatWe dis-
cuss two possible frameworks for this translation, lead-
ing to either sequential or parallel code. We show that
in this context the sequential code can be veri�ed more
e�ciently than the parallel code. We conclude with the
discussion of an application of the resulting translator
to a well-known case study, which demonstrates the fea-
sibility of linear temporal logic model checking of stat-
echarts.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Statemate from iLogix [17] is a CASE-tool for the
speci�cation, analysis, design, and documentation of
complex reactive systems. More than 2000 licenses
are in use worldwide for this tool, with almost equal
parity in the �elds of aerospace, communications, elec-
tronics, and transportation. The graphical language of
statecharts as proposed by David Harel [8, 9] serves in
Statemate for the description of control, data trans-
formation, and timing aspects of the system under de-
velopment. Statemate supports among others speci�-
cation simulation, static and dynamic checks, and code
generation (e.g, into VHDL, or Ada).

The language of statecharts incorporates several ab-
stractions that qualifys it as a speci�cation language
for reactive systems. This includes:

� Uninterpreted events which are means of commu-
nication between the environment and the speci�-
cation (or between the parts of the speci�cation).

TO APPEAR IN THE PROCEEDINGS OF WIFT'98
WORKSHOP. THIS IS A PRE-RELEASE OF THE PA-
PER TO BE DISTRIBUTED ON THE WORKSHOP.

The communication mechanism is a synchronous
broadcast of events.

� Statecharts is related to the synchrony hypothe-
sis ([3]) which states that the controlling hard-
ware/software is in�nitely faster than the environ-
ment it controls.

Such abstractions make statecharts an attractive candi-
date for exhaustive automatic analysis with traditional
model checking techniques that cope with �nite state
systems.

Providing Statemate with state-of-the-art technology
for model-checking is in the focus of this paper. The
aim is to describe how statecharts can be translated
into Promela/Spin to allow for linear temporal logic
model checking of statecharts. We have implemented a
translator based on this idea and report on �rst exper-
iments with its application.

The current paper is based on previous work as follows.
Harel and Naamad gave a description of statecharts as
implemented in Statemate in [9]. The rigorous, but
still informal, description of [9] was formalized in [23].
An operational semantics of statecharts based on [9, 23]
is given in [24]. The latter operational semantics forms
the basis for the translation discussed here. The basic
idea of the translation is explained fully in the current
paper.

Related work in the area of model checking statecharts
is too extensive to be discussed here. Probably the most
closely related work is that of Brockmeyer and Wittich
[4] because they investigate the same version of state-
charts. They report on translating almost the whole lan-
guage of statecharts as supported by Statemate to the
input language of a symbolic model checker [7]. How-
ever, their paper is not detailed enough on topics that
are under focus here: operational semantics of state-
charts and a description of compilation schema based
on this semantics.

The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2
we explain the intermediate steps that are performed to
obtain a format that is simple enough to describe the



translation of statecharts into Promela. In Section 3
we describe the operational semantics of extended hier-
archical automata. Section 4 discusses the basic schema
of the translation and Section 5 describes optimizations
of the basic schema. Section 6 discusses a case study:
the veri�cation of a production cell speci�cation.

2 INTERMEDIATE FORMAT FOR STATE-

CHARTS SEMANTICS

The graphical statecharts language extends the stan-
dard state transition diagram notation with parallelism,
hierarchy, and broadcast communication. Statecharts
comprise powerful concepts, such as interlevel transi-
tions, multiple-source/multiple-target transitions, tran-
sition priority, and simultaneous execution of maximal
non-conicting sets of transitions. Add-on tools, which
can be linked with the Statemate tool, have to deal
with the rather involved semantics of these concepts.

In order to simplify the understanding of statecharts, it
is reasonable to restrict ourselves to a sub-language. A
transition in statecharts can be labeled an event expres-
sion, a condition and an action expression (all optional).
The �rst two form the guard of the transition, the last
describes actions that are performed when the transi-
tion is taken. In the sub-set we consider, transition
labels are, restricted as follows:

� only boolean combinations of predicates in(st) are
allowed in expression Cond ; informally, predicate
in(st) is true i� the system currently resides in state
st;

� the only e�ect of taking a transition is the genera-
tion of events.

We do not consider data transformations, history, and
timing issues. These aspects are orthogonal to the in-
vestigations of this paper in the sense that they do not
interfere with basic concepts presented in the following
sections. This sub-set is supported by our �rst transla-
tor.

The actual syntax of transitions is rather complicated in
Statemate. Instead, Harel&Naamad [9] introduce an
intermediate format, where transitions are transformed
into so called full compound transitions (full CT's). The
purpose of full CT's is to collect labeling information
that is spread over transition segments and to compute
in advance states to be entered when a transition is
taken.

When translating statecharts to Promela we would
like to be able to verify the correctness of the trans-
lation or even verify the compiler correctness. In order
to do so, we need a structure-directed operational se-
mantics. Unfortunately, full CT's language is not well-
suited for giving such semantics de�nition because it

contains so-called interlevel transitions, which are an
important part of the language (cf. [8]). Interlevel tran-
sitions (possibly with multiple sources/multiple targets)
are transitions which do not respect the hierarchy of
states, i.e. which cross several hierarchy levels. They
can be understood as a powerful goto mechanism which
allows one to arbitrarily move control across the state
hierarchy. The price one has to pay for interlevel transi-
tions is their intricate semantics, especially when com-
bined with the statecharts priority mechanism. Inter-
level transitions spoil the clean decomposition of a sys-
tem into subsystems (since \dangling" transitions with-
out source or target can result) and thus they destroy
a clean structural operational semantics de�nition for
statecharts.
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Figure 1: A statechart with inter-level transitions.

Example 1 Figure 1 depicts a model of a TV-set as
statecharts with interlevel transitions, e.g. from state
STANDBY to state WORKING . This example is in-
spired by [16].

To overcome problems with interlevel transitions we
proposed extended hierarchical automata (EHA) as an
intermediate format in [24]. The EHA formalism uses
single-source/single-target transitions as in usual au-
tomata de�nitions (without interlevel transitions) and
has a simple priority concept which facilitates comput-
ing the next step of an EHA when compared to state-
charts. The transformation from statecharts to EHA as
described in [24] is basically lifting interlevel transitions
to the uppermost states that are exited and entered,
resp., when a transition is taken. In order to faith-
fully model the semantics of the original statechart, the
transitions in EHA have extended labels that allow to
constrain the enabledness of the statecharts transitions,
and to determine the target-con�guration of the transi-
tion.

Example 2 Figure 2 depicts an extended hierarchical
automaton that corresponds to the statecharts in Fig-
ure 1. Now interlevel transitions are replaced by tran-
sitions labeled with l1, l2 and l3. The �rst component
of such a label (source restriction) is used to restrict
the enabledness of the transition. The last component



(target determinator)is used to determine the states to
be entered in the sub-automata of the transition tar-
get. So the transition labeled with l3 is enabled if
WAITING and STANDBY are active and the event
on is present; upon taking the transition, the states
WORKING , PICTURE and ON are entered. This ex-
actly corresponds to taking the transition labeled with
on in Figure 1. A more detailed explanation of this
�gure follows in the sequel.
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where labels l1 to l3 are described by the following table
(these transitions do not generate events, so the action
part is omitted here):

Label Source restriction Guard Target determinator

l1 ; o� fSTANDBY g
l2 ; out fDISCONNECTEDg
l3 fSTANDBY g on fPICTURE ;ONg

Figure 2: TV-set as extended hierarchical automata.

An empty source restriction denotes that the source is
not constrained. In the current paper we describe how
to translate EHA into Promela. A translator from
statecharts to EHA is described in [24] and implemented
as part of our tool-set.

3 EXTENDED HIERARCHICAL AU-

TOMATA AND THEIR OPERATIONAL

SEMANTICS

Extended hierarchical automata consist of sequential
automata and their hierarchy and parallel composition.
In the following we introduce the notation for EHA and
explain its semantics.

Sequential automata. An EHA consists of a set of
sequential automata. Sequential automaton A is a 4-
tuple (�; s0;L; �) where � is the set of states, s0 2 �
is the initial state of A, L is the set of transition labels
(we will be more speci�c about labels later), and � �
�� L� � is the transition relation.

In Figure 2 sequential automata are surrounded with
dashed lines. The following sequential automata are
used in our example:

� Automaton TV with states WORKING and

WAITING , (TV-set can be on or o�);

� Automaton IMAGE with states PICTURE and
TEXT , (there are two images: the usual image and
video-text);

� Automaton SOUND with states ON and OFF ,
(sound may be either on or o�);

� Automaton POWER with states STANDBY and
DISCONNECTED , (power supply may be on or
o�).

The interaction of the components of an EHA is de�ned
by a state hierarchy and a broadcast communication
mechanism.

State hierarchy. Hierarchy and parallel composition
of extended hierarchical automata is de�ned using a
single composition function. Consider a set of sequen-
tial automata F = fA1; : : : ;Ang with mutually disjoint
state spaces. Composition function  :

S
A2F �A !

P(F ) maps a state s of a sequential automaton to a set
of automata G � F . We say that s is re�ned by G . We
require that a composition function is a tree-like func-
tion, with a designated root automaton root (details in
[24]).

If j (s) j= 1 then s is re�ned into a single automaton, if
j (s) j> 1 then s is re�ned into a parallel composition
of automata. Otherwise, (s) = ;, and we call s a basic
state (denoted by Basic(s)).

In Figure 2 dotted arrows are used to depict the compo-
sition function. StateWORKING is re�ned to a parallel
composition of automata IMAGE and SOUND , and the
state WAITING is re�ned into a sequential automaton
POWER. Hence, the composition function is

 = fWAITING 7! fPOWERg;
WORKING 7! fSOUND ; IMAGEgg
[fs 7! ; j s 2 fPICTURE ;

TEXT ;

ON ;OFF ;

STANDBY ;

DISCONNECTEDgg:

Events and broadcast communicationThe commu-
nication media in the EHA as in statecharts is instan-
taneous broadcast of uninterpreted events (events don't
have structure, they are either present or not). Events
can be received from the environment or be generated
as result of taking a transition in the EHA. In the latter
case the events generated are also visible to the envi-
ronment. We denote the set of events of the EHA by
E . There are the following events in our TV-set model
E = ftxt ;mute; sound ; in; out ; on; o� g.



Con�guration. As usual in automata, we speak of the
states of sequential automata as being control states.
While sequential automata form an EHA, the control
state of an EHA, which we call a con�guration, is a com-
position of control states of its component automata.
Every sequential automaton can contribute at most one
state to a con�guration. Due to hierarchy, a con�gura-
tion is upward and downward closed: whenever a state
is in a con�guration and it is a non-basic state, each of
its direct sub-automata must contribute to the con�g-
uration too, and vice versa. We denote the set of all
con�gurations Conf ().

Note, that in case of parallel composition, each of the
sub-automata contributes to the con�guration, if their
parent is in that con�guration. In our example this
means that whenever the TV-set is in state ON , also
IMAGE and SOUND are active, i.e. one state of the
respective automata belong to the current con�guration.

Initial con�guration. Initially, the hierarchical au-
tomaton is in a con�guration derived from the initial
states of the set of sequential automata. This deriva-
tion is performed in a top-down-manner: the root au-
tomaton contributes to the initial con�guration by its
initial state; if some state in the con�guration is re�ned
to further automata, then these automata must con-
tribute their initial states to the initial con�guration as
well.

In our example the initial con�guration is fWAITING ;

STANDBY g, which corresponds to the plugged-in TV-
set in stand-by mode. This initial state is not depicted
in the Figure 2.

Extended transitions. Transitions are depicted as
labeled arrows between two boxes. In contrast to stat-
echarts, a transition in an EHA always resides within
one sequential automaton (thus transitions respect hier-
archy). Taking an enabled transition means to leave its
source state and enter its target state. But if a source
and/or target of a transition is re�ned to further au-
tomata (they have sub-structure) then taking a transi-
tion a�ects this sub-structure as well: by leaving the
source state, its sub-structure is left as well and while
entering the target state some con�guration below its
target is entered as well. Next we will de�ne these is-
sues more precisely.

The label of a transition between source state s and a
target state s0 is a 4-tuple (sr ; ex ; ac; td), where

� source restriction sr 2 Conf ( js) allows to con-
strain the enabledness of the transition to a set of
sub-con�gurations below s,

� expression ex , the transition guard, is a proposition
over event and state names (constant true, primi-

tive events and/or states connected with ^;_;: ).
Models of ex are tuples (C;E), where C is a con�g-
uration and E is a set of events.,

� and ac � E is a set of generated events.

� target determinator td 2 Conf ( js0) is used to
determine which states are entered simultaneously
when entering the target state s0.

Given a tuple (C;E), where C 2 Conf () and E � E .
A transition t = (s; (sr ; ex ; ac; td); s0) of an automa-
ton A 2 F is enabled in the status (C;E) (denoted by
enabled

(C;E)(t)) i� the source state is an active state

i.e. s 2 C, the source restriction is an active sub-
con�guration sr � C and transition guard ex is enabled
(C;E) j= ex .

Semantics of EHA. Given an extended hierarchical
automaton EHA = (F ;E ; ), where F is a set of se-
quential automata, E is a set of events and  is the
composition function. The semantics ofEHA is a Kripke

structure K = (S; s0;
STEP
�! ) where

� S = Conf () � P(E ) is the set of states of K, ele-
ments of S are also called status;

� s0 2 S, where s0 = (C0; ;) is the initial state of K.
Initial con�guration C0 is derived from the initial
states of sequential automata as described above.

�
STEP
�! � S�S is the transition relation of K, where

(C;E)
STEP
�! (C0;E0) will be de�ned in the sequel.

The step relation. A maximal non-conicting set of
enabled transitions constitutes a transition inK; we re-
fer to it as a step of EHA. Non-conicting means that
it respects non-determinism (in a sequential automa-
ton from several enabled transitions at most one can be
taken) and priority (transitions emerging from a state
with a sub-structure preempt all transitions in the sub-

structure). Our idea is to de�ne
STEP
�! inductively such

that components of hierarchical automata can �re tran-
sitions and the results of components are composed into
the step relation.

We distinguish between extended hierarchical automata
1) interacting with the environment by receiving events
from the environment and suppling generated events to
the environment (open system approach) and 2) not
interacting with the environment (closed system ap-
proach).

CLOSED SYSTEMS:

root :: (C;E)! (C0;E0)

(C;E)
STEP
�! (C0;E0)



OPEN SYSTEMS:

root :: (C;E)! (C0;E0) ^ E0 � E00

(C;E)
STEP
�! (C0;E00)

The latter rule allows the environment to insert arbi-
trary sets of events after each step. Note, that during
the step (while several sequential automata �re their
transitions) events from the environment do not have
any impact (they are postponed until the end of the
step).

These rules establish relation
STEP
�! based on relation!;

the latter is de�ned by inference rules given below. We
refer to these rules as the start rules. An inference in our
rule system is denoted by A :: (C;E) ! (C0;E0), where
A 2 F is a sequential automaton; (C;E) is a status of the
hierarchical automaton EHA, where C0 2 Conf ( j�A)
(i.e. a con�guration of an EHA which has A as root
automaton) and E0 � E .

Progress rule applies to a sequential automaton A if
one of its states s is in the con�guration C and if one of
the outgoing transitions is enabled; then one of them is
taken non-deterministically. The e�ect of the transition
is determined by the transition label: the target state
s0 and the target determinator states td are entered,
and events of ac are generated. This is speci�ed by the
following inference rule:

fsg = C \�A
9 tr 2 �A:enabled(C;E)(tr) ^ tr = (s; (sr ; ex ; ac; td); s 0)

A :: (C;E)! (fs0g [ td ; ac)

Example 3 Consider the status (C;E), where

C = fWAITING ; STANDBY g
E = fon; outg:

Then the progress rule applies to the root automa-
ton TV and transition fromWAITING to WORKING .
Hence we obtain a derivation in our inference system:

TV :: (fWAITING ; STANDBY g; fon; outg)!
(fWORKING ;PICTURE ;ON g; ;)

But similarly, the progress rule applies to automaton
POWER as well:

POWER :: (fWAITING ; STANDBYg; fon; outg)!
(fDISCONNECTEDg; ;)

Obviously, these two transitions can not be taken in the
same step because their e�ects are inconsistent. Ac-
cording to the priority concept in extended hierarchi-
cal automata (and statecharts), only the �rst transition
contributes to the current step. This is already modeled
by the rules presented so far: the derivation of the au-

tomatonTV satis�es the premise of the
STEP
�! rule which

constitutes a complete derivation (and hence constitutes
a step). Later on we will see that there is no derivation
in our set of rules, that would include the transition of
POWER as well.

Composition rule. This rule explains how an automa-
ton delegates its step to its sub-automata. This rule
applies to an automaton A that has one of its states
s in the con�guration C but all outgoing transitions
are disabled, and the state s is re�ned to a set of au-
tomata fA1; : : : ;Amg. Then the relation ! for A col-
lects the results of ! performed by its sub-automata
fA1; : : : ;Amg. This is speci�ed by the following infer-
ence rule:

fsg = C\�A
8 tr 2 �A:tr = (s; l ; s0)) : enabled(C;E)(tr)

(s) = fA1; : : : ;Amg 6= ;
A1 :: (C;E)! (C0

1
;E0

1
)

: : :

Am :: (C;E)! (C0m;E
0
m)

A :: (C;E)! (fsg [ C01 [ : : :[ C0m;E
0
1 [ : : :[ E0m)

Note, that if the active state is re�ned into a parallel
composition then the components are executed simulta-
neously and they do not interfere during the step.

Example 4 Consider the status (C;E), where

C = fWORKING ;PICTURE ;ON g
E = ftxt ;muteg:

Then the root automaton TV doesn't have any en-
abled transitions, hence its sub-structures IMAGE and
SOUND may execute a transition. For both of them,
the progress rule applies resulting in the following
derivations:

IMAGE :: (fWORKING ;PICTURE ;ON g; ftxt ;muteg)
!

(fTEXTg; ;)
SOUND :: (fWORKING ;PICTURE ;ON g; ftxt ;muteg)

!
(fOFFg; ;)

Hence we obtain a derivation for the automaton TV :

TV :: (fWORKING ;PICTURE ;ON g; ftxt ;muteg)
!

(fWORKING ;TEXT ;OFFg; ;)

which satis�es the premise of the
STEP
�! rule, hence this

derivation constitutes the step.

Stuttering rule applies to a sequential automata A
that has one of its states s in the con�guration C, but
none of the outgoing transition guards is enabled and



s does not have further sub-structure. The e�ect of
this rule is to remain in state s without generating any
events. This is speci�ed by the following inference rule:

fsg = C \�A
Basic(s)
8 tr 2 �A:tr = (s; l ; s0)) : enabled(C;E)(tr)

A :: (C;E)! (fsg; ;)

Example 5 Consider the status (C;E), where

C = fWORKING ;TEXT ;OFFg;
E = ftxtg:

As in the previous example the composition rule applies
and both IMAGE and SOUND are requested to execute
a transition. In IMAGE the progress rule applies, but
in SOUND the stutter rule applies. The derivation with
the stutter rule is:

SOUND :: (fWORKING ;TEXT ;OFFg; ftxtg)
!

(fOFFg; ;):

The composition rule yields:

TV :: (fWORKING ;TEXT ;OFFg; ftxtg)
!

(fWORKING ;PICTURE ;OFFg; ;)

which constitutes the step.

Note, that a non-determinism of an automaton in an
EHA induces a non-determinism in the step relation of
the EHA. This is immediately evident from the existen-
tial quanti�cation in the progress rule.

The interplay between rules. The progress and
stuttering rules may produce derivations that are not
collected by the composition rule. As in example
3 consider the following status (C;E), where C =
fWAITING ; STANDBY g and E = fon; outg. The
premises of the progress rule are satis�ed such that the
automaton POWER can switch from state STANDBY
to DISCONNECTED . However this transition is dis-
carded by the composition rule (and there is no other
rule that would collect this derivation of POWER into
the set of possible steps from the above con�guration).

These superuous inferences can be avoided by the fol-
lowing traversing strategy through the state hierarchy:
beginning in the root automaton we move downwards
in the composition function if the current active au-
tomaton does not have an enabled transition (accord-
ing to composition rule); the downward movement ends
if the progress or the stutter rule applies. An appli-
cation of the progress rule stops further inferences in
sub-components.

4 TRANSLATION OF EXTENDED HIER-

ARCHICAL AUTOMATA INTO Promela:

BASIC SCHEMA

Our target system is the software package Spin for for-
mal veri�cation of distributed systems. Besides a pro-
tocol simulator and a so-called bit-state analyzer, Spin
includes a linear temporal logic (LTL) model checker
which is our object of interest. Programs are written in
Promela (process meta language). Properties can be
expressed as LTL formulae or as Omega automata. We
restrict our description of Promela to the parts that
are relevant to our translation. Promela is inspired
by Dijkstra's guarded command language notation and
Hoare's language CSP and o�ers a wide range of ab-
stract constructs that can be used for the description of
reactive systems:

� Parallel processes with an interleaving model of
parallelism,

� Global and local data variables of �nite types
(types bit, byte, short and int),

� Statements to express assignment and conditions,
combined statements for sequential execution, con-
ditionals, loops.

� Synchronization of parallel processes on common
channels: synchronous message passing.

We have a distinguished atomic statement, which glues
several statements into an atomic one, thus preventing
interleaved execution with statements of other parallel
processes. This list is far from being complete, for more
detailed info we refer to language manuals accessible via
Web [26], the book [10] and the recent overview [12].

The model-checker of Spin uses explicit state enumer-
ation, the reduction strategy of Spin is partial order
reduction ([13]).

Given an extended hierarchical automaton EHA =
(F ;E ; ) and its semantics K = (S; s0;

STEP
�! ). The

translation maps EHA to a Promela model P . This
model P contains variables necessary to encode states
ofK and a Promela process(es) that encodes the tran-

sition relation
STEP
�! . The operational semantics as de-

scribed in Section 3 is crucial to a structural transla-
tion: rules of our semantics can now be used as generic
pattern while generating code for transitions, sequen-
tial automata, as well as parallel and hierarchy com-
positions of extended hierarchical automata. That is,
the translation of a construct in the extended hierarchi-
cal automaton is an instantiation of the corresponding
rule(s). This will be worked out in the sequel.



Implementation of status

A status has structure: every status of K is a tu-
ple (C;E), where C is a con�guration of EHA: C 2
Conf (EHA), and E is a set of events: E � E . Re-
call that a con�guration C is a set of states of EHA:
C �

S
A2F �A. To model con�gurations we de�ne for

every sequential automata with n states a variable that
distinguishes at least n + 1 di�erent values; n values to
model the states of the sequential automata, and the
extra state to model that the automaton does not have
an active state in the current con�guration. To model
events we de�ne one boolean variable for each event of
E . Hence the potential data space allocated by these
variables indeed su�ces to encode Conf () � E .

To implement concurrent access to those variables
within the Promela processes that encode the tran-

sition relation
STEP
�! we need pre and post state copies

of state and event variables (because there is no syn-
chronous parallel composition in Promela). Therefore
we de�ne two sets of variables: a variable with a su�x
0 belongs to the pre-state and a variable with a su�x 1
belongs to the post-state.

However this implementation still su�ers from a theo-
retical blemish: the state vector is twice as long as ex-
pected because it consists of pre and post state variables
(we would expect pre state variables only). But we will
see in the following, that the post state variables are
treated quite economically by the translator and Spin
such that this does not lead to the doubling of the state
space.

The initial status

The initial status of K is (C;E), where C is the initial
con�guration C 2 Conf () and an empty set of events
E = ;. According to our encoding we initialize pre-state
variables of those automata that have states in C to the
respective states and the rest of the automata to their
non-active state. All post-state variables of automata
are initialized to non-active states.

All event variables (pre and post state) are initialized
to false. The idea is that state changes within one step
of the Kripke structure K are computed into post-state
variables. Since the initial status of post-state variables
is set to non-active or 0, resp., the computation of the
current step has to set variables only, there is no need
to reset any variables.

Modeling the transition relation

Support for closed systems only. The speci�cation
to be checked should be a closed system, i.e. the speci-
�cation is supposed to comprise also an abstract model
of its environment.

Example 6 In Figure 3 we complemented the TV-set
from Figure 2 by a remote control, manual service panel

/on /off

/txt

/mute

/sound
ST

/on /off

/txt

/mute

/sound
ST

/in/out
ST

REMOTE_CONTROL PANEL POWER_CONTROL

DISCONNECTED

out

STANDBY

TV

in

l1

l2

l3

POWER

txt txt

IMAGE SOUND

ON

mute sound

WORKING WAITING

OFF

PICTURE

TEXT

Source restriction Guard Target determinator

l1 ; o� fSTANDBY g
l2 ; out fDISCONNECTEDg
l3 fSTANDBY g on fPICTURE ;

ONg

Figure 3: TV-set as closed system.

and power supply control. (This time we depict hier-
archy in statecharts-style where composition function
corresponds to state embedding.) The idea is that
those components generate randomly events (or stut-
ter) which are sensed by the TV control system. Re-
mote control and panel coincide, the events in and out
can be generated by the power control component only.

Implementation of parallel composition. An in-
triguing problem is now how to implement the paral-
lel composition of extended hierarchical automata. For
a set of sequential automata fA1; : : :Ang � F such
that for some state s 2 �A, where A 2 F we have
(s) = fA1; : : :Ang, these automata are parallel. As-
sume that this set is considered actually by the compo-
sition rule. We make two general observations:

� The sequential automata Ai (i 2 1 : : n) contribute

to the transition relation
STEP
�! simultaneously,

� There is no communicationduring simultaneous ex-
ecution: events generated by transitions are sensed
in the next step only (cf. [9]).

The question is now how to translate the stated pattern
of parallel execution into Promela, which uses an in-
terleaving model of parallelism. There are two choices:

Parallel solution. Transitions, formerly located in
parallel automata, are now executed in an in-
terleaved fashion: parallel automata are mapped
to Promela processes. This solution requires a
scheduler to implement the \lock-step" nature of
the transition relation.



Sequential solution. Arbitrary interleaving of paral-
lel transitions is determined at compile-time yield-
ing a fully sequential implementation. This solu-
tion is sound because these transitions are inde-
pendent according to the composition rule.

The drawback of implementing the synchronous paral-
lel composition with interleaving is the introduction of
non-determinism. This is illustrated with the following
example.

12
A B

32 14

34

B A

/A /B

1

3

2

4

Figure 4: Implementing synchronous parallel composi-
tion by interleaving.

Example 7 Consider the statecharts depicted in Fig-
ure 4 on the left. Being in f1; 2g this statecharts gen-
erates simultaneously events A and B . On the right,
generation of these events in depicted using an inter-
leaving model of parallelism: there are two orders in
which events can be generated, which introduces inter-
mediate states not present in the statecharts semantics.

Here, di�erent interleavings within the step relation lead
to the same result. Hence we can expect that the partial
order reduction techniques of Spin are able to reduce
the number of possible interleavings to one. Since it is
known which Promela patterns can be exploited by
the reduction algorithm, ([13]) encourages the protocol
designer to choose the structure of the model appropri-
ate.

On the other hand the sequential implementation guar-
antees that exactly one interleaving is chosen. Since the
sequential solution is at least as e�cient as any possible
parallel one, we proceed with describing the sequential
solution only. This observation coincides with the com-
pilation scheme of other synchronous languages.

As a consequence of the sequential solution partial or-
der reduction techniques implemented in Spin do not
bene�t our code. While partial order techniques cope
with state explosion caused by interleaving, since there
is no interleaving in statecharts, there is also no need
for this reduction.

Flow of control between sequential automata. As
described in Section 3 the operational semantics induces

a traversing strategy of the composition function in or-
der to avoid superuous derivations in the inference sys-
tem. We can imagine this as a depth-�rst search in the
composition function, where at the deepest level we have
an application of the progress or stuttering rule. This
will be worked out in the sequel.

According to the rules the control between sequential
automata is passed in the following manner: �rst the
root automaton is considered to take a transition (ac-
cording to the start rule). If it does not have an enabled
outgoing transition in the active state then the compo-
sition rule applies and the sub-automata of the active
state are scheduled (given the active state is a non-basic
state, otherwise the stuttering rule applies and the step
is complete). As described in the composition rule, the
result of the rule depends on the result of its subcom-
ponents. If there are several sub-automata, which cor-
responds to their parallel composition, we pass control
to each of them in arbitrary order.

Advantages of this schema are: (1) hierarchical struc-
ture is mapped to if-clauses ofPromela, thus the trans-
lation faithfully implements the hierarchy of statecharts
using if-clauses; (2) redundant checks are avoided: �rst
higher-level transitions are checked for enabledness and
control is passed to lower transitions only if the higher
ones are not enabled in the current step.

Implementation of sequential automata. The im-
plementation of sequential automata either executes one
of its transitions (progress rule), depends on the execu-
tion of its subcomponents (composition rule) or stutters
(stutter rule). All those cases are implemented as con-
ditions over the pre state variables and assignments to
the post state variables. If the ow of control is passed
to a sequential automaton it detects which is its active
state { the formulae \let fstg 2 C \ �A" is common
to all those rules. For a sequential automaton A with
states ON and OFF this results in the following code:

if

:: (A0=ON) ->

/* code associated with

outgoing transitions of ON */

:: (A0=OFF) ->

/* code associated with

outgoing transitions of OFF */

fi;

(recall that the su�x 0 denotes that it is the pre state
copy of A).

Now we discuss code associated with outgoing transi-
tions of some state. To implement non-deterministic
exclusive choice between outgoing transitions of s we
again use if-clause. So in the TV-example (as in Figure



3) for the state ON we obtain

if :: out0 ->

/* code implementing the effect

of taking this transition */

:: off0 ->

/* code implementing the effect

of taking this transition */

:: else ->

/* if none of the transitions are taken */

fi;

The e�ect of taking a transition is described by the
progress rule: let
tr = (s; (sr ; ex ; ac; td); s0) be the transition chosen by
the premise of the rule. Then the conclusion of the rule
i.e. (fs0g [ td ; ac) requires to set in the post-state vari-
ables encoding (fs0g[td ; ac) to true; and the post-state
of variables encoding ac to true as well.

Complementary to the code of outgoing transitions,
there must be code implementing the situation that
none of the transitions is enabled. This code comprises
the else-option of the above if-clause. There are two
cases to consider:

� the state s is a basic state; then the post-state is
(fsg; ;) according to the stuttering rule; to achieve
this we set the variable implementing the post-state
of s to true.

� the state s is a non-basic state; the control is passed
to sub-automata fA1; : : : ;Amg according to the
composition rule. The contributions of the tran-
sitions in Ai to the overall transitions is computed
sequentially. Recall that the composition rule re-
sults in the following status:

(fsg [ C0
1
[ : : :[ C0m;E

0
1
[ : : :[ E0m)

where (C0
i
;E0

i
) is the result of sub-automata Ai .

Since sub-automata independently set the corre-
sponding post-state variables (C0

i
;E0

i
) to true, all

that remains to do, after control is passed back from
sub-automata, is to set the variable implementing
the post-state of s to true.

The implementation of the start rule. We de-
scribed already how sequential automata are imple-

mented. The computation of
STEP
�! is initiated by the

start rule, which invokes the depth-�rst search along
the composition function. By enclosing the code for
the start rule and the code for sequential automata and
their compositions into one atomic statement we hide
all intermediate states which result from the successive
computations of the overall e�ect of the transitions. The

resulting Promela program just displays transitions

(C;E)
STEP
�! (C0;E0) which corresponds to steps in the

original EHA.

Implementation of in�nite runs

Up to now we have described how to encode the tran-
sition relation. In order to generate in�nite runs of the
Promela model we have to wrap the code into an in�-
nite loop. The loop always begins with the actual status
in the pre state variables and the post state variables set
to zero. The loop consist of three consecutive parts:

1. The post state of the transition relation is accu-
mulatively computed into the post variables as de-
scribed in the previous section.

2. The resulting post state is copied to the pre state
for the calculation of the next step.

3. Post state variables are reset: variables implement-
ing control states of automata are set to the respec-
tive non-active state and event variables are set to
zero (as discussed in the initialization section).

Those three parts are enclosed into an atomic state-
ment in order to hide intermediate steps. The atomic
statement is broken once per loop execution: at the be-
ginning of the loop. Here the property in the never claim
has access to the variables which comprises an observ-
able state of the system. In such a manner, the number
of states generated by the veri�er in reachability anal-
ysis corresponds exactly to the number of states in the
original statecharts model.

This means that the properties about the model can
be formulated without actually knowing the implemen-
tation details. Also, the veri�cation results (like coun-
terexamples) can be returned to the user in terms of the
original speci�cation.

5 OPTIMIZATIONS OF BASIC SCHEMA

Whereas the basic schema is important to understand
the correctness of the translation, is must be optimized
to get better performance. The translator generates op-
timized code which leads to decrease of memory and
time requirements compared to the basic schema.

Post copies of state variables only if needed.

Sometimes we can reduce the number of post state vari-
ables. Write access to state variables is exclusive within
one step: only one statement is accessing a state vari-
able. But since transition guards may refer to arbitrary
states within the whole statecharts, we may have read-
write conicts. The idea is to analyze the statecharts
for situations where read-write conicts may arise and
then generate post state copies only in cases where it is
needed to avoid the conict.



The translator analyzes transition guards and generates
post state copies only for variables that occur as condi-
tions in transition guards.

On variable ordering. As described in the section 4
the post-state variables have zero values in control lo-
cations visible to the property (i.e. outside the atomic
statement). The graph encoding technique ([14]) can
take an advantage from this particular situation if those
variables are grouped together. Those variables are de-
clared as the last ones which assures that they comprise
the su�x part of the state vector.

On marking of deterministic sequences.

Promela provides a d_step sequence which is executed
as if it were one single statement, and is therefore more
e�cient to use during veri�cations than an atomic se-
quence. The veri�cation can gain in time and space if
deterministic ows are marked so. The translator in-
cludes the following statements into d_step:

� As described in \Implementation of sequential au-
tomata", once a transition is scheduled to be taken
or a stutter step is executed, the code performs a
number of assignments that correspond to setting
post state variables of control states and events,
which is deterministic. Such a sequence is included
into d_step.

� We can detect for deterministic sequential au-
tomata. One simple heuristic is that if each state of
a sequential automata has only one outgoing tran-
sition then the automaton is deterministic. This
check is implemented in the translator. A straight-
forward extension of this is if several deterministic
automata are executed in a sequence, e.g., several
deterministic automata are in parallel in the orig-
inal statecharts (however, currently it is not sup-
ported by the translator).

6 PRODUCTION CELL CASE STUDY

The production cell case study [20] was launched by
Forschungszentrum Informatik in Karlsruhe, Germany,
to demonstrate bene�ts of formal methods for indus-
trial applications. Up to now 36 contributions includ-
ing 2 with statecharts are reported ([25]). We used the
speci�cation due to University of Oldenburg and OFFIS
[20, 18]. Since the statechart speci�cation is contributed
by a third-party, we restrict the discussion to the ver-
i�cation �gures only (very detailed explanation of this
speci�cation can be found in [20, 18]).

The statecharts speci�cation contains 30 parallel au-
tomata, 30 events are used to synchronize components
of the model. The number of variables needed to encode
states and events in Promela is 137 (60 boolean and 77
enumeration type variables). The reachable state space
is 3:08191e+06 states as counted by Spin version 3.2.3.

The experiment is done on an Sparc Ultra 1 of 1GB
memory. Here are the statistics of the state space anal-
ysis.

� Default search: 266MB , 1:37:21h,

� Graph encoding technique [14]: 111MB , 2:34:08h

These �gures show that there is a trade-o� between the
default search and graph encoding technique: whereas
the default search is fast and consumes more mem-
ory, the graph encoding technique is slower but reduces
the memory requirements considerably. An experiment
with the recursive indexing method (option -DCOLLAPSE
of Spin version 2.9.5 upwards) [11] turned out to be
worse in time and space than the default search (313MB
memory, 00:42:55h), which means that we could not
bene�t from this reduction technique. The reason is
that all data is global in our models, but recursive in-
dexing exploits the fact that data is associated with
processes (like local variables and communication chan-
nels).

Unfortunately, the veri�cation �gures are incomparable
with those of other contributions ([20]) because of di�er-
ent modeling approaches. The closest modeling is from
P. Kelb [18], but he uses a di�erent semantics of state-
charts. We doubt that a comparison of his �gures with
ours would be meaningful.

We used Spin for the veri�cation of safety properties.
However, our approach is not limited to safety proper-
ties only. Since we translate to Promela, the full range
of the Spin veri�cation system is available (linear tem-
poral logic model checker, bit-state hashing algorithm,
hash-compact algorithm and other features).

Besides veri�cation, we could successfully use the coun-
terexample generation facility of Spin for detecting er-
rors in the statecharts speci�cation. Our reference spec-
i�cation was already veri�ed (and we did not �nd any
errors there), but during manual entering this speci�-
cation to the Statemate tool, we made some errors.
Those errors were not detected by simulating the spec-
i�cation in Statemate but by model checking the re-
sult of our translation with Spin. We could replay
counterexamples in Statemate in interactive simula-
tion mode which was very helpful for debugging.

7 INDUSTRIAL RELEVANCE AND FU-

TURE WORK

The commercial tool Statemate o�ers among others
interactive simulation of statecharts and code genera-
tion from statecharts. We tried to verify safety proper-
ties with the dynamic test tools of Statemate (a reach-
ability analysis tool, which is no longer part of the dis-
tribution). The case study was infeasible for this tool:
we didn't manage to get any results within a runtime



of less than one day. Furthermore, reachability analysis
covers safety properties only. These limits are now ex-
tended by our contribution that allows for veri�cation
of safety and liveness properties with one of the most
e�cient linear temporal logic model checkers available.

This paper does not cover tools that make the use of our
translator comfortable, but we made these tools and the
translator available to the public ([1]). These tools in-
clude a model extractor that allows to use Statemate
as graphical user interface for drawing statecharts. We
also implemented a Spin back-end that allows to trans-
late counterexamples back into terms of the original
statecharts speci�cation. This facility allows to au-
tomatically replay Spin-generated counterexamples in
Statemate. With this back-end, the translation de-
scribed in this paper is hidden from the user such that
the user does not need to learn Promela in order to use
Spin for model checking statecharts. For those who use
other graphical editors for drawing statecharts, we have
documented our abstract syntax, such that the transla-
tor can be used separately from Statemate, too. In
this case either ASCII or C-code level interface is avail-
able.

We admit, that the sub-set of statecharts discussed in
this paper is not su�cient for many industrial speci-
�cations written in Statemate. However, conception-
ally, Statemate statecharts can be model checked with
traditional �nite state model checking techniques. The
full language of statecharts (apart from generic charts)
supports nothing but �nite state systems (even inte-
ger and real variables are restricted to sub-ranges in
Statemate). We didn't try out, but we are con�dent
that other \interesting" features of statecharts like tim-
ing primitives, data transformations, and history con-
cept can be handled with Promela/ Spin as well. We
plan to extend the sub-language in the future work.

But even when the translator supported the full sub-
language of statecharts, there is still no guarantee that
the speci�cation can be veri�ed with Spin. If the state
space turns out to be infeasible for Spin then it o�ers a
supertrace/bit-state algorithm (bit-state analyzer) for
a high-coverage approximation of the full state space.
In this heuristic, one state is collapsed to a couple of
bits thus allowing for the search of considerably bigger
state spaces. Spin also has an implementation of hash-
compact algorithm [27] that gives a statistical guarantee
of full coverage.

Further (general) solutions that alleviate the state ex-
plosion problem are, e.g.,

Abstraction techniques that can either manual or au-
tomatic. The idea is to �nd a smaller model that
exposes the same behavior w.r.t. the property to

be veri�ed. Localization technique proposed by
R. Kurshan ([19]) is one examples in automatic
abstraction. P. Kelb [18] investigated abstraction
techniques for statecharts (but he uses another di-
alect). Related work in this area is also [21].

Compositionality is the divide-and-conquer tech-
nique for veri�cation. The literature is this area
is far too extensive to be discussed here. In order
to apply compositionality for veri�cation of stat-
echarts, one has to investigate the compositional
aspects of the semantics as this is done in [6].

Symbolic techniques of model checking

might deliver an alternative insight into the prob-
lem of model checking statecharts. Symbolic tech-
niques are successful in hardware veri�cation where
OBDD representations of the state space leads to
good performance results (both in time and space).
Considering software, wide ranges of the variables
involved might spoil the performance of OBDD-
based techniques. However, �rst encouraging re-
sults in model checking software speci�cations also
exists (e.g. [2, 5]).

We plan to investigate abstraction techniques and em-
ploy a symbolic model checker (e.g. SMV [22]) for stat-
echarts.

8 CONCLUSION

We have described how statecharts can be translated
into Promela and mentioned two possible options: the
generation of sequential or parallel code. The transla-
tion allows for generation of code which size is linear
in the size of the input statechart. Hence the transla-
tor passes the parallel structure of statecharts faithfully
to the model-checker Spin, which is designed to cope
with the state explosion problem limiting the practical
model-checking. We motivated that generating sequen-
tial code is more e�cient than parallel code. Further
we veri�ed some safety properties of the production cell
case study. Space and time requirements of this veri�-
cation showed that the translator and Spin can be used
for the veri�cation of systems of this size, and possibly
larger.

Our translator and other support tools are available to
the public for experiments ([1]).
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